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SCHEDULE OF SUBMISSIONS: PROPOSED OUTBUILDING – NO. 24 (LOT 124) MINSTERLY ROAD, OCEAN BEACH (A672; 2015/71) 

Submission 
Number 

Name & Address Verbatim Submission  Planning Services Comment 

S1 Details omitted as 
per Council Policy. 

Submitter is an 
adjoining 
landowner.  
 

I appreciate the notification of proposed outbuilding next door as I am very 
concerned due to the height of this structure. I believe we have regulations 
to deter unnecessary oversized structures as they can be obtrusive visually 
& spoil views. In this case it's both as its sits approximately 25 metres from 
my back door. 
 
I am concerned this outbuilding is an extra place for accommodation as it's 
obviously not a garage to service existing house due to separate driveway 
etc.  
 
I love the views from home & can see a wonderful tree-line including Mt 
Shadforth in the distance & grateful for it as the whole block to 
accommodate this outbuilding was stripped of all trees that made me 
consider moving due to the sheer unnecessary rudeness of exposing 
100mtrs of Ocean Beach Road to my house. The wind & of course noise 
has not been enjoyable & now to put up with more self-centred mentality just 
doesn't seem fair, especially when the people aren't even living in Denmark. 

In a nutshell please help me keep this so-called garage at least to the 
minimum & thankyou for reading my rant & give me faith in humanity. 

 The proponents have advised that the outbuilding 
will not be used for habitation (refer Attachment 
8.1.2c). A condition of planning approval is 
recommended that the outbuilding not be used for 
human habitation, industrial or commercial uses – 
as such should issues arise the matter can be dealt 
with accordingly. 

 It should be noted that the protection of views is not 
a primary planning consideration, as views are a 
privilege, not a right. In saying this, consideration 
has been given to the overall effect of the 
development on the visual amenity of the locality. 
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I am flabbergasted by the neighbour’s response. His comments are somewhat incoherent, 

contradictory, provocative and derogatory.  

We are not living in Denmark, but we are planning to enlarge the cottage and to live there for 

significant periods in the future. 

We would like to have subdivided the back half of our property but we are unable to do so 

because of the lack of deep sewerage. We have instead cleared the vegetation, as we have 

previously stated, so that we can make better use of our property and reduce the fire risk. Our 

block is zoned residential so we are entitled to clear the vegetation without consulting our 

neighbour. 

Our neighbour has lived there for many years yet he has relied on the vegetation on our side 

to screen his property. He has had more than ample time to plant bushes on his side of the 

property to provide screening for privacy. 

He then states that he has a view across our property from his back door which will be 

threatened if the ridge height of the shed were to be increased from 4.2 meters to 5.03 meters. 

He has very conveniently forgotten that prior to the clearing of the vegetation 9 months ago, 

he had NO view at all!  Nearly every tree we took down was more than 5.03 meters  in 

height. There was a huge multi-trunked tree of 8 – 10 meters in height over hanging his 

property. If you look at the attached Google view of both properties it is obvious that he 

would not have had a decent view of Mt Shadforth unless he stood on a ladder on top of his 

roof.  

He has made a very provocative claim that we have provided the Shire with false information 

in our planning application Instead of using the shed for garaging of vehicles and as a home 

workshop as we have stated, he claims that we actually want to live in it because it has a 

separate driveway!!!  Why on earth would I want to live in a shed without windows or 

plumbing when I have a perfectly good house on the same block. The new drive way is 

required because I am going to extend the house across the current driveway 

 

Our property is compliant with the Denmark Town Planning Scheme Policy No. 13.4 

Outbuildings in terms of allowed setback and size. The only real issue is the 5.03meter ridge 

height of our proposed shed.The reason we are asking for permission to increase the height 

above the maximum of 42 meters is because one of our main purposes  for the shed is to be 

able to garage a motor home. We need this very modest increase of 83 centimeters to 

accommodate a 3.5 meter central roller door.  

In terms of the visual impact, the shed will be situated 36 meters from the Ocean Beach Rd 

boundary on a very large 4000m2 property.The shed will have earthy brown colours and we 

plan to plant a lot of trees and bushes to screen the shed and our house from Ocean Beach 

Rd.The visual impact of an increase of 83 centimeters in height of the shed  will be minimal. 

Our neighbour has been kind enough to tell us that the distance from his back door to the 

shed is 25 meters. This is actually more than the 20 meter width of his own subdivided 

1000m2 property. We have even increased the setback a further meter to 8.5meters from our 

neighbour’s property line so it would be even less likely to overshadow his property. If we 
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had been able to subdivide and have 2 x 1000m2 properties on Ocean Beach Rd we would be 

entitled to put a  4.2 meter shed  with a 2 meter side setback to his  property. 

I do not believe that this neighbour has come up with any valid objection to our application to 

increase the maximum allowable ridge height of the shed by 83 centimeters. His comments 

are spiteful because he is upset that we have dared to develop the back half of our property. If 

he really wanted to preserve our property in its original state forever he had the opportunity to 

purchase our property when it was on the market. 

He is being unreasonable in his insistence that he has a right to views across our property 

from his back door.  As I have pointed out before, he would not have had a view prior to the 

clearing of vegetation. 

We are planning  to landscape by planting trees on the back half of our property and 

bushes  down the property lines with our neighbours to provide privacy.    If our neighbour is 

entitled to a view across our property to Mt Shadforth, he should be able to successfully 

petition the Shire of Denmark to force us to cut back the trees and prune the bushes we plant 

any time he considers that they interfere with the view from the back door of his house. 

 



Attachment 8.1.2d – Site Photo, taken from Ocean Beach Road looking towards proposed new 

crossover and outbuilding site adjacent to southern neighouring boundary.
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